Identification Tags
Machine and Fluid Identification

Machine & Fluid ID Tags
HIGHLY VISUAL, SIMPLE AND RELIABLE, WEARCHECK
PROVIDES CUSTOM SAMPLING POINT IDENTIFICATION
AND LUBRICATION TAGS THAT SIMPLIFY SAMPLE
TAKING AND LUBRICATION TASKS.

BENEFITS

OVERVIEW
 Works in tandem with the

WearCheck phone app to
ensure the correct sample
point identification every time
a sample is taken.

 Machine Point tags available
for off-road and OEM
machinery.

 Fluid tags provide a color-

coded solution for identifying
Bulk Storage, Intermediate
Containers and Points of Use
for Plant Machinery.

 Integration with WebCheck

TM

on-line simplifies creation of
both machine and fluid ID tags
using various colors, shapes
and text, contained in your
machine & lubricants database.

Improve Oil Sampling Practices
The WearCheck Custom Sample Point ID Tags provide a simple and reliable way
of correctly identifying your oil analysis sample points every time you take a
sample. Integrated with the WearCheck Oil Analysis phone app, you can easily
take oil samples and ensure that samples match up with the proper machine
and sample point location.
Improve Fluid Handling Practices
Custom Fluid tags provide a new level of confidence for routine lubrication
tasks including top-ups and fills. The WearCheck Fluid ID tags ensure that the
right lubricant is used in the right location every time.

Reduce Costs
The bottom line is impacted by improper labeling of
lubricants — pouring the wrong fluid into the wrong
machine can be costly, and containers that aren’t
labeled properly may end up being discarded.
WearCheck Fluid ID tags help reduce waste which
increases bottom line savings through accurate and
consistent delivery of lubricants.

 Tags are generated on PVC

stock (54mm x 85mm) and
either have a notch for
mounting with a plastic tie or
come with an industrial
adhesive backing.

 You create. We deliver.

Integrate Your Lubrication Tools
WearCheck Machine and Fluid ID Tags integrate with
WearCheck’s on-line software service, WebCheckTM, to
simplify the creation of custom tags, and with the
WebCheckTM companion phone app to ensure that
lubrication tasks and oil sampling are done accurately.

THE LEADER IN OIL ANALYSIS
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Machine and Fluid Identification

Sample Point Identification Tags
 Credit card sized PVC tag
customized to your
machine database in
WebCheckTM.

 Combine with the

WebCheckTM phone app
to simplify taking oil
samples and ensure the
correct oil sample point
location every time.
Custom ID Label

54mm x 85mm

Notched

WCSTN01

Adhesive Back

WCSTA01

Fluid Identification Tags
 Credit card sized PVC tag
customized to your fluid
database in WebCheckTM.

 Combine with WebCheckTM
to easily customize colors
and symbols for different
lubricants and integrate with
your oil analysis and
lubrication program.

 Fluid ID Tags are available
in10 colors (one or two
colors can be specified per
lubricant) and over 20
shapes. NOTE: Colors and
shapes can be mixed and
matched.

Custom ID Label

54mm x85mm

Notched

WCFTN01

Adhesive Back

WCFTA01

Contact WearCheck to get started: We will provide you with a login to WebCheckTM , our on-line
software service, where you can manage your machine and fluid database. In WebCheckTM you
can identify and track all your lubricants in use, and assign custom colors/symbols, as well as
create and manage machines and sampling points.
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